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IN ARTS
FUNDING
Many of you will be aware of the

severe cut back in the arts
funding policy across the region.
Major and minor fund recipients
have been affected. ln Stratfordupon-Avon, 'The Callery' in the
Leisure Centre has been axed.
This was a gallery that received a
substantial Lottery grant of some
tens of thousands of pounds for
complete refurbishment only five
or six years ago. 'The Gallery'
provided an excellent showcase
for the work of local professional
artists and high-quality touring
exhibitions. The esteem in which
Stratford District Council holds
the visual arts is as low as it could
possibly be, so low indeed, that
they have not only made the
curator at 'The Gallery' redundant,
but also the Arts Officer for
Stratford. The loss of a curator
and a Principal Ans Officer is a
major blow to the South of the
County. This will have a major
knock-on effect for visual artists
in the area especially when it

to major events like
Warwickshire Arts Week.
comes

Councillors making the decision
that such draconian cuts are
justifiable are sending out a very
clear message that in their
opinion the visual arts are not
important. lt is ironic that the

Stratford Councillor

who
sanctioned the cuts in the visual
afts in the south of the county
was, in fact, the Culture Ponfolio

Holder

for the Regional

Local

Covern ment Association.

The Royal Pump Rooms Art
Gallery is dealing with a cut in

their funding by not filling vacant
posts within the department. The
position of Senior Curator became
vacant at the beginning of this
year when the post-holder left to

take up a new

employment

elsewhere. Two junior employees,
as well as doing their own jobs,
are now tackling the workload of
the Senior Curator, squeezing

three jobs into two,

thus

absorbing the loss.

At the Wanruick Museum, the Arts
Officer has received a letter of
redundancy. However, this axing
is on hold at the moment as
Warwick District Arts Consortium
has taken up the case. But, if this
threat is carried out, yet another
arts officer for the region will have
been lost.

ln Rugby, the Aft Gallery and
Museum has had approximately
f20,000 slashed from its budget.
The knock-on effect of this may
well be a reduction in the opening
hours, and, in turn, a cut-back in
staff hours and curtailed access to
the public.
An even more dramatic

and

devastating threat surrounds the
ambitious
redevelopment
programme of the Herbert Art
Callery and Museum in Coventry.

of creating a 'topquality flagship art and history
gallery' seems to be heading for a

The hope

less than top-quality compromise
if the City Council is to have its
way. The redevelopment
programme is more than a mere
cosmetic makeover. lt will have a
splendid new frontage designed
to attract tourist attention and will
be seen from the Cathedral and
the University entrance. ln the
new building it will be possible to
bring together archives, local

history and lT resources, all of
which will give easy access to the
heritage of the city. lt will be a

'one-stop' facility that will be
known as the Coventry History

Centre.

The redevelopment

programme,

begun in 2003, with f 7 million in
grants from outside the city

matched by council funding. The

they promise much but deliver

Phases. Phase 1 comprises; a cafe
and a shop on the ground floor;
media studios, a media suite with

little. The Conservatives managed
to squeeze one paragraph into
their manifesto which promises to
"support creativity and excellence
in the arts" and goes on to tell us

programme

is divided into 3

training facilities and meeting
rooms on the first floor. The

actual building part of this stage
is now complete and should be
fitted out and functional by the
end of June. Most of the gallery
spaces are part of Phase 2. With
the next phase about to begin the
Council announced its intention to
withdraw funding from the phase
2 and 3 of the development, a
decision that would lose the city
fTmillion and deprive the region
of a much needed cultural centre.
It has been reponed that Coventry
City Council no longer see the

Herbert redevelopment as

a

it has other new city
centre projects that it is hoping to
invest in.
priority as

art unlike social
services is not a statuary
Unfortunately,

provision. Local authorities

are

being squeezed year on year and
the easiest areas to make cuts are
the arts. A recent press release

from the Arts Council England,
states: "The arts contribute an
enormous amount to the life of
this country and to the economy.
lf there is not a better settlement
in the 2006 Spending Review it
will mean real cuts to more arts
organisations. We must work
together with our partners in the
arts and in government to make
the case for the arts as strongly
and effectively as we can. We
must begin that work now."

that funding for the arts will
continue to come from the

Lottery. The Liberal Democrats'
manifesto offers a glimmer of
hope with its promise to unfreeze
the Arts Council's core budget,
guaranteeing that the arts
spending will at least match
inflation.

There is no question that public
support of art and artists is at an

all time low in

Britain. Colin
of Art &

Tweedy, Chief Executive

Business, says,

"Our

to art practice must be made.

Local councillors must be made
more aware of their responsibility

to the arts instead of merely
turning a blind eye. Artists must
have the support and
infrastructure to enable them to
produce, promote and market

their work.
Mo Enright

Mo Enright is a Professional Artist
working from Art-E Studios in
Leam

ington Spa, Warwickshi

E-mail: enright.m@virgin.net

ln Labour's manifestos we are told
to
national income and regeneration

that the arts are "crucial

of cities". lt also promises a
scheme aimed at giving children
greater access to the arts and
culture. Out of the 100 page

document only 3 pages are given
to the arts. ln those three pages

research

clearly establishes a link between
creative skills in senior positions
and businesses being at the
leading edge of knowledge
management and innovation." lf
businesses are to overcome the
creative skills deficit and society
to benefit more fully from the arts
then a more positive commitment

re

FAREWELL TO A STRANGER

been added and left

to

reveal its

secrets;

JEAN-PIERRE KUNZLER
WARWICK MUSEUM

This exhibition consists (apart from
one landscape) of nearly twenty
portraits or rather heads of people
seen by the artist, sometimes for a
fleeting moment, so that only an
impression could be formed. From
such observation he has attempted to
pin down an emotional reaction and to
capture it in visual terms. lt is a bold
venture that attempts an exploration

of feeling through the features of a
face, the tilt of a head, and a glint of
an eye. Thick application of paint is
contrasted with a more graphic

approach and many of the faces have
closed eyes, as if inwardly
contemplating some inner truth.

you were expecting an
understanding of anatomy, or a
demonstration of the rendering of
lf

flesh, or foreshonening of a nose or a
meticulous observation of an eye then
you would be disappointed, and you
might wonder how the exhibition has
coherence. I think the answer lies in
the title, 'Farewell to a Stranger'.
Painting is an illustrative visualisation,
this exhibition seems to argue, and
makes sense accordingly, so that in 'A
Moment Before Crying' you notice the
eyes are pinched and the lips pursed;

'Solitude' has an overall greenness
that seems appropriate;'Harlequin'
with the correctly shaped head and

a

dominant blueness; 'Woman in a Caf6'
positioned to the side and immersed
in her own thoughts; 'The Young
American' has forthrightness if not

insolence; 'Saturday Night, Sunday
Morning' a bedraggled figure in a

darkened room with a

sleazy
appearance; 'The Journey Home' a set
wooden face resolved not to break
down; 'The Enchanter' where the face
is half scrubbed out and hides behind
a seeming veil; 'An Ancient Language'
where the paint has been piled on as if
layer after layer of make up has simply

The

Dreaming

Jean-Pierre Kunzler

'The Dreaming', the largest painting,
where the yellow background intrudes
into the hair which falls round a thin
face, where the lips are incomplete
and the eyes unfocused staring hard
into the distance giving a sense of
otherness; 'Poftrait of a Student' is a
more formal piece where yellow and
orange dominate framed by a halo of
hair. lt has all the confidence of youth
with elusiveness about the eyes;
'Leaving the Restaurant' where the red
of the background, signalling the

restaurant's light, illuminates the
of the face composed of
slashes of black for the eyes and the

thinness

pouting lips where such brushstrokes
constitute the hair too. This work has
immediacy, with its singularity and
directness, and characterises the

exhibition as a whole. Equally
arresting is 'Farewell to a Stranger',

where the drawing is left self-evident
and pencil marks lays the foundation
of the head, filled in with the

whiteness of the face to create an
ethereality as it seems to emerge from

be insisting that that moment is here
and now.

a roughly treated surround.
Dave Phillips

Neil Moore
"A more desirable reality"
East West Callery, 8 Blenheim

Crescent, London

Close to the Poftobello Road market,
the exhibition white space is at the
heart of a bustling cosmopolitan area.

lnternational artist Neil Moore's solo
show includes figurative paintings, and
unusually, some drawings; a prolific
body of work completed over the last
two years.
The work is classical yet at the same
time modern. The canvases vary in size
The Young

American

from medium to large and

the
backgrounds are plain, often very dark,
bringing the realistic figures almost out
of the frame. Each is finely painted
giving no hint of the effort to produce

J-P Kunzler

The major note of this exhibition is a
force and energy, a directness of
application, and a striving to create an

this remarkably skilled effect. No
variable paint quality is evident to

image that will knock you

back.
There is mood and empathy complete

distract the viewer from the subject
matter. Moore imports strength of
character to his sitters, with faces that
speak with their eyes. You can almost
see what they are thinking. Moore's

with a hapless romanticism

that
reminds one of the demimonde, where
nostalgia prevails. The unrecorded
life is the half-lived life, it seems to be
telling us, so however fleeting the

moment, capture

works are intrigu ing; certainly a
challenge to the viewer, but you may

it, for it has an

often find a clue in the title.

emotional potency. This ambition and
pu rs u

it is also

see

n in the

landscape painting 'Under

o ne

ln "Dissembler", at first glance, a young
woman has shorn the locks of a seated

a

Spanish
Moon' where you see a somewhat
blurred view of a city and sense the
torrid heat and identify with the

model, playing the role of a
hairdresser. Should you wish to look

deeper, a metaphor is perhaps not far
away. The cutter wearing latex gloves
and holding two pairs of large handled
scissors could suggest medical
connotations. With the challenging,
satisfied look in the cutter's eyes and
the resigned look in the sitter's, one

dreams being dreamt. Somewhere in
the cities of the world, and elsewhere,

the elusive and alluring stranger
greets us and disappears. That
moment, for this aftist, is of the
essence, and this exhibition seems to
6

asks what has just taken place or what
now lies ahead?

Moore's instinct is to make work that
intrigues, concerns or amuses. Usually
the idea comes first, the artist says,
and then like a casting director, he
chooses the model to fit the part. In
this exhibition, however, the images
generated are in response to the

different experiences that colour our

king. Eve n the same incident
recalled by several people will often be
different from the next. Once the
painting appears in the public domain,
the artist loses his autonomy over it
and the ball is in the viewer's
perceptual court.
thin

models themselves. Fascinated by

A

people, the models are unknown to the
general public, but occasionally the
artist's own image is recognisable.

imitation.

stimulating exhibition that defies

His approach to composition has
altered in some paintings, with the
figures relating to the physical edge of
the canvas. This is apparent in
"Schrodinger's Paradox (diptych)",
where he takes this further still, the
se parate images inte racting,
creating an additional narrative. ln one,
a young girl has an ear to the ground,
as if listening for signs of life from the
figure below, which is positioned on
the canvas, squeezed into a dark box.

two

Both figures scream vulnerability in
their naked situation, an unnerving, if
not frighteni ng, com bination.

The duality continues in "Debut" and
"Start", but not quite in the same way.
ln identical poses, an older male places
a cloak at the shoulders of a young
girl. ln "Debut", she is dressed in her
first ball gown, and in "Start" the girl is
unclothed. Perhaps the tender story of

a father letting 90, accepting the
transition of his daughter into
womanhood

- or is it?

to take his works
too literally, but to exe rcise ou r
Moore asks us not

imagination. A work of an can mean all

things to all people; no one
interpretation will be the same. We

Moore

Debut . oil on canvas 2003

know this as each individual has

Dorothy Biddle
Crace Newman

Dlrsemblar 2fIj3-,f;l ifntorryds

NEIL MOORE
.A MORE DESIRABLE REALITY'
East West Gallery, London

Everything seems perfect in these
pictures but throughout we are aware
of an enigma. There is no blotched or
bruised skin, no oversized people, no
scraping or scratching of surfaces as
in Lucian Freud. These figures are in

the prime of youth,

some

)-iir tf"

androgynous,

and seem to

have

materialised out of space. ln their
representation there are no problems
of foreshortening, or treatment of
surfaces to convince us of their
actuality. The red dress in 'Debut' is
superbly rendered, the flesh in 'Staft'
so convincing and natural, the hair of

the models so lifelike as are

the

proffered breast, the hanging penis,
the displayed scissors, the bandages,

the rubber gloves, the

stretched

bodies, the masks, all the props set
against neutralised and mostly black
backgrounds in an airless world.

where the two women differ, where in
one painting the eyes are closed and
the hair plaited beautifully, and in the

other, there is a distinct sense of
menace, with the hair wound around a
neck. Or in 'Sleeping Tigers'where the
lovely older girl has her hands
ominously around the younger one's
neck, who seems completely secure,

with her eyes closed as if she

is

enjoying the attention. ln 'Debut' and
'Staft' the metaphors are clear and
behind the young girl the conjurer in
the form of the artist presents the
world with 'beauty' at various stages
of the life cycle. There is no girlish
laughter though but the look of a

knowing even calculating

femme
presence
fatale. And who is this male
who is offering up, like some

magician, what might in different
circumstances be thought of as
innocence? One cannot ignore the
note of deviance that creeps into
some of these images and gives them
an edge and a disturbance 'The Milk
of Human Kindness'is a strange
painting also and one sees a Pieta,
with mother and dead son. But Moore
has introduced a sensual note, which

reinforces the anguish with the
symbolic breast, nufturer of life, being

offered without conviction in
Neil

Moore

Schrodingers Paradox
0il on canvas 2005

ln spite of figures perilously balanced
like acrobats, or with clothes falling
off, all seem frozen as if caught in a
film that has suddenly stopped. This
stillness is a hallmark of the work, and

it is as if a critical moment in

a

narrative has been reached, as the
viewer does not know its nature, and

These are intriguing works and it is
impossible to escape the power they
exercise on the viewer. One must
re mem be r the artist is painting
metaphors. ln 'Shapeshifter' the
gowned and gloved figure, no doubt a
physician of some sort, stands staring
down at the body lying in front of it,
and the power is his and one senses it

with

It is here that our admiration for the
work might falter, in part. There
seems little warmth and our

Time and time again we

for instance'Rapture' and'Cupidity'

the

raised

is left guessing.

perceptions tend to be cerebral. These
paintings make one nervous, for the
impression formed is that something
unpleasant is about to happen. Take

a

hopeless gesture. lt is a moving
painting and one that reveals the
power and quality of his skill.

hands.

'Reconfiguration' is an extraordinary
example of Moore's painting abilities.
are

overwhelmed by the demonstration of
virtuosity that is self-evident in these

paintings. Moore is essentially
Man ne

rist artist

rathe

r than

a
a

Surrealist, with an insistence on the
primacy of the human figure, a clear

composition, and a far from concealed
neurosis. This exhibition is not easily
forgettable as the artist challenges our
preconceptions about human
behaviour, and tackles the hidden
impulses that lurk beneath the surface
of social intercourse but does so in a

way that makes us marvel at

in Paris, he became a forerunner of Op
Art, Kinetic Art and the concept of The
Multiple.

his

artistic power.

The prints on show illustrate the
principle behind his 'unite plastique'.
ln Stri Ond (L972), for example, the

Dave Phillips

image is constructed from 441 of his
units, each of which consists of two
geometric forms in contrasting
colours, one inside the other; in this

instance a circle inside a square.
Vasarely used only a small number of
different forms but a much larger
repertoire of colours so that

theoretically

'initial prototypes' that could

Op Art Master

be

manufactured in the form of paintings
(he had ten assistants to fill in the
simple geometric shapes), prints,
sculptures, tapestries, architectural
elements or slides for projection.

The White Room, Leamington Spa

Puritan instincts and the ubiquitous
influence of the Bauhaus are never
very far away; on the walls of The
White Room they appear in the prints
of Victor Vasarely. A high priest of
post-war Modernism, Vasarely was
artistically weaned on the teachings of
that famous school at Weimar (he
studied under Alexander Bortnyik at
the 'Hungarian Bauhaus') and as a
result proved to be as radical as his
mentors, the Russian Suprematist,
l(asimir Malevitch and the Dutch aftist,
Piet Mondrian. ln the 1950s Vasarely
invented his 'unite plastique'and

sought to create a

an

infinite number of variations. This was
Vasarely's 'plastic alphabet'. He had
tens of thousands of sheets of 'unites
plastiques' printed, which were then
placed in soning boxes like printing
type. With these he was able to create

Victor Vasarely

'plastic alphabet' with which

he could produce

The complexity, symmetry and
precision of these hard-edged,

abstract and impersonal images from
which the hand of the artist has been
expunged, gives them a cold and
cerebral appearance that might be
more appropriate to scientific
journals, studies on perception or

theoretical physics, images
reminiscent perhaps of geometric
structures revealed by X-ray
crystallography. But Vasarely
transcend s
the self-im posed
straitjacket of his systematised artistic
language and the industrial methods
of production. The prints at The White
Room have something important to

he

universal

democratised abstract art that could
be manufactured relatively cheaply in
virtually unli mited numbers. Working

say and Vasarely says

it with a

visionary passion and imagination.

10

Victor Vasarely

Nevertheless, he acknowledged the
dangers he was courting, when he
wrote, "My great fear is that art might

cells and molecules, but also to grains
of sand, pebbles, leaves and flowers. I
feel much closer to nature than any
landscape painter; I confront it on the
level of its internal structure, the

flip

over into science, the
immeasurable become measurable, its
feeling become cognitional. Still, at
the peak of certainty, the ineffable
rises again". For Vasarely the 'unite
plastique' was not only a means to
activate pure vision and overcome
subjectivity, but a profoundly
philosophical concept. ln his early
black and white optical works the
elements were seen in terms of the

of its elements". His
'unite plastique' represented the
essence of all things and in this he
followed the speculations of Plato in
configuration

his dialogue 'Timaeus' and the much

more recent metaphysical
of Mondrian

universal claims

and
and

Malevitch.

For all Vasarely's utopian dreams of

familiar antinomies, 'day and night',
'angels and devils', 'good and evil',
'fruitful androgyny', combining'yes'
and 'no', that related to the binary
language of cybernetics and which
could be applied to computers to
produce a 'pictorial bank'. He went
further still when he wrote, "My plastic
units: multicoloured circles, squares,
are counterparts to the stars, atoms,

creating

an ordered and universal

artistic language, a democratic art that

was

pass

ionately anti-elitist,

he

recognised a fault line in his theory.
"No matter" he wrote, "how great the
investigator's intellectual honesty, the
schizophrenic and paranoiac

inclinations capriciously blended

in

him will carry him away in spite of his
l1

vigilance..... lf he lets himself go, what
is the result? He will find himself on a

wrong road which may provide

beautiful series, nothing

This exhibition is a testimony to
stamina among other things. The
painstaking amount of skill is viewable
in carvings, in a variety of materials,
that must have taken an inordinate
amount of time to have achieved. The

a

but
beautiful". lt is not surprising,
therefore, that he resisted any
rigorous precision and programming
of his 'unite plastique' and instead

yearned

from time to time

absolute liberty" when

he

exploration of materials ranged from
Shetland soapstone, oak, sandstone,
laburnum, and even breezeblock to
other stones difficult to categorise.
From light-hearted pieces such as cat

"for

could
indulge "the joys of pure research!".

and mice that show considerable
ingenuity, to leaping fish, to
mermaids, to female torsos, to
complex configurations, there is a
search for the unusual in these

Nick Smale

artefacts.

The insistence on the narrative gives
drama and meaning that has been
distilled from the artist's life. lt is
most refreshing to see the work of a

Helena Godwin
Sculpture in 'The Glass House'

professional artist

who has
to Eastern
mysticism. The search to master
methods and process, with a

travelled from Celtic knots

Coventry

determination to tackle virtually any
material, however challenging points

to struggle and integrity. Julia's
Fairies' exemplifies the skill and
attention to detail with its intricate

forms, as does 'Anaconda', carved in
lime where a snake swallows its own
tail as symbol of the cycle of life.

The artist has squeezed out of
domesticity significances in formal
complexities that delight and even

alarm, as in the 'Last Creat Adventure'
where the sea monster's mouth is
portrayed as if it were a helmet of a
'Hun' clamped unremittingly, so that
the couple enveloped, so sensitively
rendered, caught in its jaw, seem
hopelessly lost. This exhibition also
seemed to be a pointer to future
developments that might find the way
to the public art arena. lf so be
prepared for a more than life-size
expeflence.
Dave Phillips

t2

BODO BRZOSKA and ANGELIKA-CHRISTINA BRZOSKA

malerei, plastik, zeichnung an applikation
The Library Gallery, University of Warwick.
lexperienced somewhat of a dichotomy viewing this exhibition. Perhaps I am victim
to my own misreading and inaccurate perceptions, but the conclusions with which
walked away were those of miscomprehension and disconnection. The restraint that
experienced from this exhibition verged on the apologetic. lndividual pieces seemed
to allude sotto voce an invitation to examination, but only if you have the time.
Nothing shouted, "look at mel don't walk past! I want your attention".

I
I

Before further writing it should be noted that this show is the work of two artists,
husband and wife from Dessau in the former East Germany. At the viewing I found it
difficult to differentiate and identify their work, and now some time later with the
benefit of hindsight and an excellently designed and presented catalogue, I remain
bewildered.

Accumulation and subsequent exhibition of work compresses and restrains what may
be years of study and production into a constrained and finite situation, both
temporally and physically. The works of some artists seem to have the conformity and
the means to accommodate these strictures, emerging as resolved and assured
visual statements. An exhibition may thus be seen as a destination reached, as an
author might view publication. lt can be inspiring to view a collection of workthat
exudes a sense of confidence, completion, a statement of resolution.
This exhibition alludes to the suggestion that whilst the work of these artists has
travelled, it has not arrived. The work on show does not communicate confidence
nor assurance , it struck me as suppressed and cautious.

Many of the pieces are records of intensely observed occurrences , synthesised
captured moments of time and nature, memories and reactions to external stimuli,
snapshots of never-still phenomena executed with clear absorption, skill, attention to
minutiae and restraint.

13

Ultimately, it was this restraint that affected my perceptions and reactions to this
exhibition. There is generally a reasonable chance that amongst maybe 30 or 40
pieces of work, one or two might stand out, be prominent amongst their neighbours,
representing a highlight or a crescendo. This exhibition did not provide these peaks
for me; hard as ltry, I return time and again to the overwhelming impression of a
unified homogeneity which swamps any individual piece.

Elements which did make an impression? Occasional idiosyncratic hanging decisions,
inelegant framing, seemingly undiscerning selection of some items. Again, the
nebulous uniformity. No risks, no challenges, no excitement, net result? No response.

Here are a few extracts from introductory statements made by the artists at the
launch of this exhibition. The explanations and processes which are enunciated
support and confer a relevance to the work: the words give a certain purpose to the
works which is not immediately inherent or deducible.
"l adore the beauty of transience. The cycle of light and shadow"
'l search forthe uniform, the internal principle, try to reduce and minimise"
"shapes in nature, which occur quickly, change, disappear, just to reappear in similar
forms, an allegory, an image of all living"
t4

But maybe I am missing the point. Was this a conceptual exercise, meticulously
prepared and intricately staged? Was it an illustration of the insignificance of the
individual when confronted by the might of the entirety? Or, returning to the
previously mentioned contextually-impressive catalogue, was the event suggesting
that the chronicled medium is mightier than the actuality, and that in 2005
knowledge and experience is more accessible and better acquired as a pre-digested
and annotated package

?

Michael Hall

Anne Cole
The Studio, Market Square, Kineton.
Open Studio Week
The location of this studio seems ideal in
the central pan of Kineton. Cole holds
court here and her studio is bursting with
a variety of work. lf you want sumptuous
charcoal nudes they are for the taking,
with an understanding of the figure and
considerable sensuality. To counter that,
she can provide delicate examples of
Pollock on a miniature scale, or lush
landscapes or poetic scenes. There is
little doubt that this artist is versatile and
talented. She has painted the England we

all love as well, with flowers entwined

around cottages, rolling landscapes, the
churches, the ruins, our heritage in fact.

The titles indicate the roll-call

with
'Daisies and Oranges', 'View from a Train',
'Tulips in Garden', 'Falling Leaves' and so
many more.

Cole is pan of that great tradition of
the local artist that can paint like a

and celebrate the
power
aesthetic
of the England that
rural folk inhabit, and of which
most are vinually unaware. lt could
be that her talent and openness
does not allow her to find her inner
voice which would mark her style as
immediately recognisable, for her to
communicate her life-experience
with a single minded power.
nightingale

Judy Davis's work, a guest, is that of
the honest watercolour, where the

striving

to

render observations is
done through a skill earnestly learnt
over many years. The quality of the
work has now reached a maturity

where satisfaction should be
enjoyed. The subjects are
predictable and reassuring. This

is

the work of a committed artist
whose ambitions are to produce
work that has appeal and flair and
this is what is to be seen.
Dave Phillips

Pete Thornley
Refugee
Newnham Paddox Art Park, Monks Kirby.

Thornley's Refugee, can be seen,
courtesy of the Earl and Countess of
Denbigh, until 3Oth October. The
l5

installation consists of a galvanised steel
box, 2.5 meters square, with a steel door
that can be bolted and locked. The ceiling
is a sheet of toughened glass, 20 mm
thick and engraved with a quotation from
John Berger, "the sky is all we can appeal
to in certain circumstances". The interior
is bare except for a simple steel bench.
Thornley writes, "l hope the work will not
be seen as a paradox, but an instrument,
raising the awareness of all, for those torn

other, calm relaxation and peaceful
contemplation.

It was Thornley's original intention
have the installation in the
grounds of cathedrals, sites
traditionally associated with places
of refuge and sanctuary, but
because there was no reference to
God in the quotation, the idea was

to

considered'theologically unsound'

from their homelands by starvation,
torture and fear and of those unjustly

and permission was

dictatorships".

great deal more controversy

incarcerated

by all governments and
The installation was

refused.
Undoubtedly, had this not been the
case, Refugee would have created a
and

planned before the 9/11 terrorist attack
on New York and was inspired partly by an
exhibition of photographs by Sebastiao
Salgado, which brought to the attention of
the public the plight of the world's one
hundred million migrant peoples.

thereby brought the issue of
refugees, and Thornley's unique

The review of this photographic exhibition
in the Observer, 15 April 2001, entitled,
Behind the Lines, was one of the exhibits
in a recent show in the Floor One Gallery
at Rugby Art Gallery and Museum. This

aptly described his work

was a collaborative exhibition,

also

entitled Refugee, between Thornley and

students

from Bishop Wulston and

Lawrence Sheriff High Schools. The

of the students to Thornley's
installation varied from drawings to

responses

contribution to the dialogue, to the
attention of a far wider public. The

Newnham Paddox Art Park, a listed
Capability Brown landscape, is a
beautiful setting and Thornley has

"punching

a black hole in

landscape". lt is alien; like a 'tardis'
that has materialised out of space.
It symbolises, perhaps, the state of
limbo in which many, but not all,
refugees find themselves, when
forced by circu mstances beyond
their control, to leave their own
homeland and seek refuge in

another country.

installations and included written accounts
in which they recorded the sensations they
experienced when locked inside the box,
feelings that included, at one extreme,
nausea, headaches and fear, and at the

Nick Smale

Pete
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as

the

Thornley

Refugee

to the point without

sensation and

consequently makes

an

impact.

Rachel Pashley takes as her point of
depafture 'Aladdin from the Arabian
Nights' and presents us with a Princess
in fashion, photography and drawing

School of Art and Design

to

show how different presentations
can offer us greater insights into one
garment and its look. Liz Andrews has
provided a more conceptual piece
where part of a garment has been
burnt and we see the ash and burnt
remains. lt makes for a strong tonal
contrast and gives us pause to think
that the striving for perfection can end
in disaster. Hajuine Fukase's is an
explicit autobiographical piece where
she examines the problems attendant
on absorbing a new culture. Halfunderstood fragments of language,

Warwickshire College
The Foundation Exhibition,
May 2005

The Foundation Year course is an
imponant year in the life of any art

student. lt is meant to be diagnostic so
that a student can discover to which
aspect of art or design he or she is
most suited. This course seems to have
achieved this objective. The number of
excellent courses in prestigious art
colleges and universities across the
country to which students have applied
and to which they have been accepted
is funher evidence of the quality of the
course. ln this display of their work
each student has given a brief
explanation of what motivated them.
These statements are clear, sensible,
illuminating and surprisingly mature.
In fact the presentations are sound and
the use of photography to fufther
enhance the ideas, highly
accomplished.

fleeting impressions

year.

Taniah Simpson has

with

a

Lianne Burnham has explored in a
simulation a moment in the working

life of a street-walker.

Her

presentation of the sex worker is done
through tonal contrast and differences

in yellows, reds and greens
matt finish as

recreated

chandeliers through the use of cut-up
plastic and coloured labels, so there is
a sense of scintillating light and glow.
It is an imaginative use of materials
and the photographs further extend
the idea of simplicity replicating
complexity of an expensive kind.

Matthew Breen has painted suburban

houses

of experiences,

exploration of self in new contexts are
examined, and a linear schema has
enabled her, in the 33 tablets which
she has marked, to clarify to some
extent what has been a meaningful

if they were

in the

visualisations of an architect's mind
rather than actuality. At the same time
by so doing he has glamorised them
and given them an appeal. Phoebe
English has lived up to her name and
created appealing crisp cotton dresses
with delicate lace and imprinted the
shape of the country itself on them.
Anna Owen has been appalled by the
loss of life caused by drink driving,
responsible for L6% of deaths recorded
in 2003. Her theme is 'One more
would hurt' and counters the oft
quoted remark. Her graphic display is

apparel

with silver dress

contrasted with a coloured one, adding
to the high heels and long legs of the
model. The tears in the stockings
suggest the roughness of the trade.
Alice Beeslely examines the use and
influence of the media in presentation
of garments, which in this instance are

knickers. These seem, as would be
expected from a first rate designer
such as Alexander McQueen, to be
immaculate and the yellow-coloured
material with bows and buttons and
frilly lace with subtle differences bring
out their varying appeal to any viewer.

t7

Kelly Keen has explored

visualize sound and by

the
superimposition of image on image he
gives the notion of harmony, rhythm

rural

domesticity with a keen eye and given
us a haunting presence with visual
vignettes that encapsulate a history of
hamlets and country people. She uses
creative embroidery and needlework,

and discord. His work would fit
adequately into the tradition of artists
who have explored this concern, such
as the Futurists. Jon Bellamy seeks to

letters and photos of families, and
things of the earth and the country.
There are some telling mementoes
such as'Beauty is nothing without
Light' and the whole arrangement is
poetic and impressive, and endlessly
inventive. No wonder she is going on
to further studies in Archaeology and

engage

of fellow
students in a relief like structure. Some
are represented in full face, others in
profile, some with an eye and others
with an ear. She then abstracted some
of them and her poster advenised the
show. lt seemed to me a critical record
of fellow students during a critical year
and will be an acute reminder to all of
that experience.

be

designed around a crinoline with wispy
bits and extravagances, and the other
is a black and white garment suitable

for the

countryside. Each has a
different purpose and how far, the
question is asked, do they change us
as an individual. Mark Dangerfield

Tom Yeomans grappled with

has used cartoons of a simple formal
kind on the theme of happiness with a
great deal of wit and ingenuity. The
appearance of a monkey and a hippo like human complete with word-play,
such as 'Honk, if you love Peace and
Quiet' and 'Be Happy, because you
never know who's falling in love with
your smile' are great, complete with

and he cleverly brought a

new

dimension and twisted it so that even
in the most unpromising circumstances
one may seek but not find. Abbi
Forrest conducts an analysis of the
notion of celebrity through
photographs and washed-out images
by presenting 'ordinary' people with all
the trappings of the rich and powerful

caption
a grim
irony. James Urmston directed his
presentation to the British Hean
Foundation but within an eighties style,
and the addition of a 2005 spiced-up
look. ln this he succeeded and there
are hints of Art Deco which became the
rage then and even Kandinsky's

www.behappy.gov.uk that give

up with

the

concept of the Sublime and gave it a
modern setting of urban spaces, and
displeasing vistas through
photographs and paintings. lt did not
seem in this instance to be uplifting
but a somewhat alienating presence,

the inclusion of the

abstractions, all wrapped
professional edge.

and

photographic collage

Heritage. Rebecca Connon presents us
with two sets of clothes that can affect

our mood. One is a dress to

with lndian music

particularly 'The Ghost of Us' and it
was this that preoccupied him. He
manages to convey the cultural divide
and the differing principles of music.
Jennifer Peel sought to record the
experience of the year by making a

and famous. ln so doing she

transforms them and fulfils her brief by
adding written epigrams attached to
so-called celebrities. A strong
exposure of the hollowness of the idea

a

Dan Everard was inspired by a band
called 'The Fallen' with which he
identifies using photography and
typography. He gives us a figure in
various modes in a waste land

whereby we imagine they are any
different from normal monals. Maayan
Ashkenazi examines the question of
perception and photographing steam
shows how we can project even from
something so insubstantial, figuration.
Perception can create deception and
from this simple example her point is

so. Adam Keefe's ambition is

accomplished patchwork quilting and

surrounded by broken brick walls and
a script which has a gothic look about
it. The intention is to evoke the sound
and feeling of the band and he does

made. Hayley Burgess

to
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offers

a variety of

political
references into these simulated 'flags'.
She demonstrates that simple domestic
objects can convey attitudes even of a
far-reaching kind and at the same time
not neglect her craft skills. Alice
Swatton has provided us with a life

what she does in it. Laura Maclean
has investigated the nature of skin and
invites the viewer to touch her tactile

by

is novel and arresting. Robyn Richards
Asperger
Syndrome and, by a number of means,

incorporates

and a history paftially hidden

pink painterly surfaces on

has offered insights into

wrapping small scrolls of paper around
225 nails, and inviting us to read most

but not all. lt is an example

video, scripts, model making, has
shown how what is taken for granted

of
introspection on show, and like a cut
up diary, contains references to
experiences in her life. Most are white.
some pink and blue and all worth
reading if you are permitted to.

Chris Johns has produced

can often be a frightening
phenomenon for a sufferer. lt is a

strange world where the individual can
be perplexed and bewildered always
seeking to make bridges to that of
normality. Stacey Allen has invited the
viewers to make marks on her painting,
for she sees such as a trace, a memory

some

and unusual sculptural
made up of black wood into

interesting

pieces
forms representing wings, spiders and

of a

even fluted vases. These have a
strangeness which accords with the

moment,

which

will

the accumulation of

make

an

event. Jenny

Culver presents us with hanging strips
of petals which represent clusters of
experiences. The greater the number
of petals the more significant and
intense the thread of experience, and
those on the floor show the potential
for development. lt is an adroit
metaphor for life and the various
threads that make it up. Annie
Carpenter is concerned by scale and
the illusions that can be created. She

utterances of the sage Lao rzu to
which he refers: 'The perfect square
has no corners' and 'The greatest form

has no shape'. Robert

her

canvases. lt is an examination of
texture and she is fascinated by skin
and its qualities, although the analogy

Cliff

demonstrates considerable skill of
foreshoftening, with the representation
of a bison, turning round on itself. A
further painting of a woman's face in a
picture frame placed in what looks like
some extravagant flower scenario,
offers a neo-romantic manipulation of
visual language, which is his concern.
The work of Rob Jenkins is direct with
two paintings of ordinary middle-aged
men with staring, squinting eyes. They
are there a physical presence clearly to

has entered the terrain of

the
psychology of perception and her motif

of the sofa as an illusion on a flat
surface is ponrayed with skill and
conviction. She carries the motif

through various stages to the infinitely
small, as in the box that allows you to
peep through and see, in the distance,
a domestic interior, and brings home
assumptions that can be wrongly made
about size.

be unmoved, with weight and

corporality, unpretentious and very
human.

Jennifer Roper is clearly multitalented in art, music and literature,

and the latter is the subject she has
chosen to pursue. She has made a
paper dress that seems to be falling
apart and has words written all over it.
She counters 'We are what we wear'
with 'We are what we do' and we see
her in the video playing a violin and
hear the music, we also see her making
a sandwich. Other such activities
illustrate that what is more important
is not the dress, as it falls apart, but

Jo Evans has made a huge hour-glass
within a frame. lt is made of plastic
and the polystyrene balls, all of which
are white, lie nestled behind rather

than having been shot down the

orifice. lt gives the impression of time
waiting meaningfully. lain Woods has
projected one image as far as could be
seen called 'Observer's Paradox' and it
is a mystery. Rachel Blacklock has
formulated a funny potato type man

I9

who does strange things and
challenges our preconceptions of what
a photographic display should be

hear more. Sybella Perry

about. Kim Barnes who has had to
cope with cancer has projected a
conversation with her daughter which
is inaudible but very intense and we
see the communication that takes

place through eyes and

movements. lt is a
very private but gives joy

facial

piece that seems

to the
onlooker and below the screen is a set
of boulders or rocks that seem firm
and fixed and of the earth.
contrast between inanimate

The
and

animate in this context has a profound
effect. Jo Evans gives the illusion that
a wall space is being filled up by hand
-drawn dots that have been animated
and endlessly repeats the process. lt
has a hypnotic effect and like bubbles
that constantly emerge and disappear,
oddly soothing. Tom Prickett explores
the question of asthma and likens it in
the projected images to a huge box
that is carried about on his back, or
lugged down to his side, or in bed with
him. lt comes over as to what a huge
burden such a sufferer is bearing.

Tim Robottom has assembled

related

to the

medical world. The

doctor's bag with dentures, resin mats
and such like and conjures up a world
where pain has had to be dealt with.
David Stamper works with glass and
seems to produce work that is related
to his name. The objects have been

an

formed from stamping out shapes
where hollows and reliefs are evident
and they are different and exciting to
see. Charlotte Coleman is concerned

extraordinary collection of objects of
humble origins that have been used
and discarded, which is encyclopaedic
in scale and displayed on shelving that
stretches seemingly for ever. They are

by the need for women to

both inanimate such as

be

protected, and she puts on her figures
in the round a sort of rubber or resin
matting. lt conjures up the body
armour the police wear with their stabproof vests.

spanners,
piping
toasters, books,
and animate in
origin such as a skull. lt is a reverence
and respect for that which was brought
into the world to do a job and which
has now ceased to be of use. lt is a

universe
suffused

has

concerned herself with Cymatics which
is the study of wave phenomena, and
the linking of sound to the visual. She
sets up an experiment where if you
play music on a keyboard, salt on a flat
surface will move to the music and this
activity can be caught on camera and
reproduced in colours, in this instance,
green and blue, on a screen. Rachel
Halliburton has explored the qualities
of light through prisms and lenses. lt is
clear she has understood the principles
and through her various light boxes
has created coloured diffusions of light
that have an aesthetic appeal. Rebecca
Edwards has made a box in which you
put your hand and feel the unknown in
the form of various materials that
cause different sensations. lt is mind
over matter, and the experience of
illness has made her aware of the
vocabulary so that she has hung down
from a frame a hanging list of words

of memorabilia that is
with nostalgia and an

Penny Fuller is fascinated by found
objects especially as they apply to
children. She has made a chair of soft
toys which is a delightful and lovely
idea. She has used soft toys to hold
toothbrushes and to hold soap. Ellie
Muraphy has made jewellery that
reminds you to do things, often
forgotten, such as 'Feed the Fish', 'Get
the Shopping', by making necklaces of
little discs with appropriate words on
such as carrots, cheese, ham and so

impressive commitment by the student
to cherish such objects and bring them

a reminder of our own
mortality. Ginnene Taylor has created
a tent in which sound of voices and
music emanates but is indistinct. lt is
an analogy of how one who is slightly
deaf hears the world and is cut off. As
we move round the plastic tent we long
to hear more distinctly what is being
said and other sounds but we feel
oddly frustrated that we aren't able to

together as

on.

Emily Tyler's jewellery is made up
from a range of materials from
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number of settings such as cities,
deserts, beaches and so on. Hope
Jezzard is on a journey into softness

chocolate to resin to include a hand
that has a bracelet with seemingly pink
sweets around it, and a necklace of

what

looks

like

nuftured by memories of touch when a
child. lt is the realisation that materials
are different but that their feel can be
comfoning and protective. She has
made cushions with appliqu6 but in a
rough fashion and the colours are non
descriptive for the emphasis is on
material as such, in which she shows
her delight by simply showing us a pile
of sheets and such like. lt is a soft of
reverence for the softness of things

chewable

confectionery, and a strange round
head with a choker made of chocolates

projections. Phoebe Mavrommati's

work is based on the

Vagina
Monologues and she attempts to create
an environment that will enable one to
respond to the frontiers of analysis of
sexuality that these demand. She has
hedged the space with lights and red
material that make it inviting to enter
and take part in the reverie which this
engagement expects.

and the need to appreciate

the
satisfaction that can be had from such
simplicity. Beth Helm provides little
boxes with small animals that contrast
with real children in photographic
form, and others of toys that make up
an assembly. Katie White is concerned
with f ree association, using the
unconscious with impulses to paint
three small decorative pieces, in the
tradition of automatism, some with
squares as a motif and the others with
circles and lines.

Jane Bracey attempts to visualise the
spirit through various projections on

light hanging material and it
curiously effective. The appeal

is
is

mainly aesthetic but one might identify

with the greater aim if one were so
inclined. Georgina Carroll knows
about textiles and the far-ranging
effects that can be created with a
simple needle and thread by depicting
portraits of three generations of her
family. By creating a picture on the

This display of work in the form of an
exhibition for Foundation Students is
impressive by any national standards.
It is reassuring to think that the future
of an and design as represented by
this group is in good hands. Aesthetic

the more graphic
procedure
are revealed
elements of the
to good effect and makes for a
reverse side,

refreshing insight into the possibilities
of the artistic side of the craft. Frances
Pinches' use of cardboard comes from
a deeply held conviction that materials
should and could be used to good
effect. Here she uses brown cardboard
and makes a lamp, a clock and a chest
of drawers that are convincing and
non-threatening. Rosa Herzberg
examines the notion of the mind and
privacy using her as the model. She is
the only inner being she knows and the
physical manifestation is most public
and yet in so being, vulnerable. The
idea is pursued through photographs
of herself, a much-travelled person,
with superimposed images in a vast

strengths were reinforced

by

knowledge of processes, and an
awareness of self out of which

imagination
flou ris h.
can
in
to
a group
Congratulations are order
of intelligent and caring art students,
and to their tutors, who have done
themselves proud'
Dave Phiilips
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SUCCESS BY COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP

we need you
lf you are interested in art, good with people and enjoy sharing your knowledge with
others - would you be interested in running an art group at the SYDNI Centre on a
voluntary basis? We are looking to develop regular classes or workshops instructing
on pastels, life/drawing skills - anything in fact, art-related that is not water or oilbased.
We are a registered charity providing a large, modern community centre with many
diverse activities for the residents of Sydenham estate in Leamington. We do not
currently have an arts group and would love someone enthusiastic to take this
fonryard, on our behalf.
lf you think this could be you, please phone in the first instance, Alaina MacGregor
on 01926 422071.

due to unavoidable upgrading, I have for sale an old, reliable and friendly computer, an
excellent Apple Mackintosh based system, Mac G3 desktop (beige), Ram Upgraded, OS8,
Formac 19" monitor, modem, lomega 250m9 zip drive, photo quality Epson Stylus Photo EX
A3 Printer, high quality Jade 2 flatbed scanner , Wacom A5 Graphics tablet. and various
software including Photoshop and Claris works. Prepared to install the system if required.
contact Mick Rafferty on 01926 490475, guide price €450.00

For sale :- Large work table, metal frame with wooden top 4 x 8 foot work surface,
stand at height with set of three drawers & shelving underneath. f 100 Christine
O'Sullivan 07 8L2L73L3O or 0L295266929

an invitatioh
fhe

.,....

AMA

(Rtsociation of Midland Artists) holds monthly meetings at which
invited artists talk about their work and experience. Meetings take place at
10am on the first Thursday of each month (except July & August) in the
Satchwell Room of the Baptist Church, Chandos Street, Leamington Spa.
All visitors welcome, entrance f 2
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THE OLD ART CALLERY
AVENUE ROAD, LEAMINGTON SPA
For the information

of members:

We thought that the membership would like to know the actions that LSA took with
regard to the 'Old Aft Gallery' in Avenue Road and the attempts we made to preserve
this historic building as a much-needed exhibition-space once CAW had vacated the
building. We formed a subcommittee (consisting of Mick Rafferty, Dave Phillips, and

Steve Phillips as Chair) to consider the feasibility of taking over the space on a
voluntary basis. The subcommittee wrote to Wan/vick District Council to test out the
possibility that we might manage and preserve the Callery in order to maintain the
purpose for which the building was originally designed.
This Gallery was originally a designated exhibition space. As an Aft Deco building, it
is regarded by many as a magnificent example of its kind in the area: one of the few
sunriving examples. On its exterior it has three niches in one of which stands a
young female nude figure representing Painting, carved out of sandstone and
commissioned from a well known sculptor of that period called Boyle. She has close
affinities with sixth-century BC Archaic Creek goddesses and when put up in L929
was thought to symbolise the spirit of modern art.

The people of Leamington Spa raised money for the building of this Callery through
public subscription, and were justly proud of it. Historically, it is a building bought
by the people of Leamington forthe people of Leamington in orderto house original
works of art that were donated by them. lt is a fine and generous exhibition space,
with its high ceilings, central glass cupola, and the four bays that constitute its
interior. The Gallery was opened in 1928 by Sir Charles Holmes, then Director of the
National Gallery, London. LSA felt that, with such a history, the local Council had a
civic responsibility to continue to maintain it as an Aft Gallery.
23

LSA approached the Council with a preliminary proposal that we take over the
management of the Gallery in order to provide exhibition space for local professional
artists. At present there is no similar site in Leamington where local artists can
exhibit, previous spaces such as'Gaia', the United Reform Church, and others no
longer being available. Civen the number of artists in the area, not to mention the
School of An and Design at Warwickshire College, it was felt that Leamington needed
a designated art gallery in the twenty-first century as much if not more than it did in
L928.
We pointed out to WDC that Rugby Aft Gallery has an exhibition space that allows an
arts association to offer space for local artists. The Pump Room galleries, by contrast,
are unable to do this as they house Leamington's distinguished permanent collection
of art, and cater for visiting exhibitions.

Having successfully run a group studio at North Hall, Spencer Yard (also a WDC
property) for seven or more years, we attempted to persuade the Council of our track
record in the management of a building for the purpose of improving the facilities for
artists in the area. Our proposal to the Council included, among other things, the
possibility of organising exhibitions, arranging artists' residencies, and holding
artists'talks and musical evenings in the Callery.
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ln response to our approaches the Council informed us that it has invested heavily in
the replacement Aft Callery at the Pump Rooms. WDC described itself as "a high
spending Council for arts and heritage" with "a duty to make best use of our assets".
It used this as its justification for selling the building (along with the former library,
currently owned by Warwickshire College) to a developer.
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lnside the Box
Conceptual Products
by Cuinea Pig Design
Pump Rooms Gallery

After walking down

a

dark corridor

towards the light you're confronted by a
domestic setting with a showroom quality

to it. The domestic scene features

everyday items, such as radios, chairs and
clocks exhibited within a theoretical layout
of an apartment. These are working
prototypes rather than household items
from an actual home, and therefore they
do not function as we would expect. The
prototypes are designed to challenge our
expectations of how they should be used.
Cenerally something is designed to solve a
problem; fill a space or make a statement
and the reason the product is made
bypasses the "Why?" stage. This exhibition
is that stage! This exhibition is asking the
question "Why?"
Everyone knows what a chair looks like;
the chair has evolved from a solution to a
very old problem: what to sit on? Since
solving that problem the chair has not
moved any fufther in its evolution, it's a
chair for sitting on (or maybe standing on)
and people do not tend to think what else
the chair can do. Basically we have
developed the chair to do its job and
that's enough.
The chair in this exhibition called 'Not 2B',

is not for sitting on; instead it is

for

looking at! This chair has evolved! Upon
approach, the seat would retract into a

sculptural '2'preventing it from being
used for the purpose one would assume it
is for

- sitting

on!

ornaments entitled'ASBO's' (Anti
social behaviour ornaments). When
you pass the ASBO's they might

react by throwing out

abusive
remarks, so rather than being pretty
and inconspicuous they are plain,
unapproachable and rude!

ln a society obsessed with the next

best thing, the next

new

society perceives products

and

technology, it is comfoning to see
inventions made in order to put fun
into design; inspire the audience to
be creative; challenge the way our
rearrange the pre-conceptions of
the way things are. lt is refreshing
for an exhibition to encourage us to
slow down and enjoy what we have
before we move oh, and it's
inspirational that Guinea Pig Design
is encouraging us, the audience, to
stop and think about what else we
could want from a product?

This exhibition is the first public

show of recent work by
Leamington-based Cuinea Pig
Design. Craham Powell set up
Cuinea Pig Design in 2001, to
develop a broad variety of

conceptual products. The aim is to
challenge existing preconceptions
regarding design through
alternative design methodologies.
The products have not been created
to fulfil obsessions with material
possess

Next to the chair is a table called 'Table

manners ' this table flashes colours
reminiscent of the play station controller
buttons, and that's exactly what it's about,
it's aim is to get TV dinners back onto the
dining table and people communicating
again, but rather than a chat, the
communication is via a remote controlled
salt and pepper pot game! On the shelf
above the table are some very suspect
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ion or to

prog ress
technologically; instead they seek to
engage us with issues. Conceptual

design concentrates on the 'why'
questions, and therefore challenges

conventions and

analyses

expectations, rather than solving
problems or exploiting consumer
opportu nities.
Louise Adams

Patrick Heron and Howard Hodgkin
The White Room, Leamington Spa.
Faced by the sheer physicality and impact of contemporary Brit Art, the prints by the
British artists, Heron and Hodgkin seem modest and polite by comparison. This is not
just because they are prints, or that they are to a degree physically isolated from the
viewer (mounted and framed behind glass), but because they are abstract or at least
non-figurative works, which are synonymous with values and aims that seem remote
to us now. This is not true of a Post-Modern figurative painter such as Paula Rego,
whose prints were exhibited recently at The White Room. Story-telling is back in
fashion. Rego is a spellbinding story-teller who adopted Hogarth's idea of treating
his subjects as a'domestic writer'would. Rego's cast of subjects are players on a
stage, who by means of actions and gestures perform a dumb show.

Hodgkin's lithographic prints are drawn with lithographicwashes and crayons and his
etchings with soft-ground, aquatint and sugar-lift. They are characterised, like
his paintings, by stippled dots, arranged in loose grids, splotches of colour, modelled
cylinders and long broad brush strokes. ln his paintings he adds liquin to oil paint to
achieve greater fluidity and to increase the intensity of the colours. ln both his paintings
and his prints the successive layering of colour and form creates an illusion of depth
and perhaps can be read as a metaphor for personal memories.

Howard Hodgkin
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The events and places that are the subjects of Hodgkin's prints are not specifically
identified or delineated, perhaps because the artist fears, that by doing so he would
lose the flavour of their memory. Robert Hughes wrote in 1982 that Hodgkin's work
is autobiographical and in the tradition of the French painters Bonnard, Vuillard and
Matisse, an intimate and private world of "friendship one does not know about" or
"conversations in rooms since quitted". The panicular quality of the aftist's memories
seem to linger there, without clear outlines, elusive yet potent. The events are of no
great importance and have no moral or allegorical significance.

The screenprints of Patrick Heron have none of the atmosphere or softness of tone
and texture that is characteristic of lithography and Hodgkin's work. Heron's prints
are uncompromisingly flat, abstract and decorative. Their interest lies in the interplay
of positive and negative shapes, the contrasts of tone and colour and the
relationships between colours and forms. There can be surprising juxtapositions,
such as the dark dull purple area of colour in Second-Vertical Screenprinf, that
contrasts with areas of red and green; or the dark olive green next to an ultramarine,
in Small Red, January 1973.

Patrick Heron

The titles of Heron's prints are often non-referential, as in 2 Dark Ultras in Acid Blue,
and stand in contrast to Hodgkin's evocative titles, such as Green Chateau J. Heron's
colours and shapes seem to refer to nothing but themselves.
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It is interesting to compare the work of Heron and Hodgkin with that of their
contemporaries, Denny, Smith and Vaux, seen in the previous show at The White
Room.

The latter's preference for hard-edged, geometric symmetry and architectural form
(less so in the case of Smith) is quite distinct from the soft reflective and personal
images of Hodgkin and the more organic Cornwall-based sensory experiences of
Heron.

Nick Smale

Alison Lambert
Emotion and Expression
Jill Ceorge Gallery, Soho, London
The opening of this exhibition of Alison Lambeft's new work was accompanied by the
publication of a new book edited by Alan Dyer, entitled Emotion and Expression,
which includes a number of interesting and informative essays by Alan Dyer, Peter
McCarthy and Ray Racy. A shon review of the book will follow on from the review of
Lambert's exhibition.

2005

charcoal and pastel on paper
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I was immediately struck by the raw emotional impact of Lambert's latest portrait
heads. This is most compelling in the largest drawings which measure some one and
a half meters square and express extreme emotional states. Job, for example, is all
but defeated and uncomprehending. He clasps his head in both hands, compressing
the lips sideways and forcing the mouth slightly open. His eyes are closed and puffy,
his brow permanently furrowed. Prometheus, with his head thrown back lets out an
uncontrollable cry of agony, and Saul, whose head is turned aside and backward, as if
avoiding a blow, seems to express in his eyes the pitiable limit at which physical pain
or mental anguish can be endured no longer.

Lamben has moved away from the classicizing influence of Greek sculpture and
renaissance masters, such as Masaccio and Raphael, glimpses of whom were still
detectable in Lambeft's work of the 1990's. Her portrait heads, until relatively
recently, have always retained regular features, a sense of proponion, a degree of
composure and restraint. Whilst many of the female Head Studies of 1998 have a
dignified and heroic quality about them, some look out of their frames questioningly,
and in others the eyes are avefted or the head turned to one side as if their thoughts
were elsewhere. The look becomes assertive and even challenging in Nicander and
Silus, both of L999, and in 2001 the portrait head of Clio is defensive and guarded.
The depiction of suffering appears for the first time in 1999, in the aged poftraits of
Esther, Ezra and Amos, but then only as it were in retrospect, as something that has
been endured and borne with dignity. There is no display of emotion. Even Marsayas,
drawn in the following year, endures his suffering stoically.
But in all of Lambeft's more recent portrait heads the features, eyes, nose, mouth
etc., have become less self-consciously drawn (in the past they were regular, stylised
and idealised, faces in many respects resembled each other). From about 1999 the
features have become less regular, the modelling more subtle and the contours
blurred and more Rembrandtesque. Also the fabric of the face begins to break down.
ln Eros, Milo, CIio and others, the vulnerability of the flesh seems to be under attack.
This was taken a great deal further in the large full-length figures of 2001, such as
Grip, Emergence and lmmersion, where the surface of her drawings, the skin of her
subjects, expressed both physical and inner, mental distress. ln Lambert's most
recent work the suffering is no longer suppressed or disguised, it is naked. Lambert
does not leave the viewer with any line of escape from their pain and anguish. Whilst
the majority of the heads are expressionistic, there are two smaller portraits, Althea
and Sophia, that seem to have survived some traumatic experience, but have come
out of it physically and emotionally drained. They seem to express resignation, but
without the dignified repose of Lambert's earlier drawing of the aged matriarch,
Esther. These stylistic changes and their radical consequences can be clearly seen by
comparing her latest heads with certain earlier similar portraits. lt is instructive to
compare for example, Timaeus, 2005, with Seer, 1991; Saul, 2005, with Malachi,
2002; Prometheus, 2005 wilh Marsyas,2000, or Silus, 1999.
Lambert, in her latest work, is less concerned with describing the physical features of
her subjects. lnstead she is preoccupied with finding an expressive graphic, or indeed
painterly, language to communicate direct emotional states. The shape of an eye,
nose or mouth may emerge from a labyrinth of seemingly random marks, a
configuration of contrasting tones and surfaces, a complex of collaged effects that
defy description. The eyes and nose in Prometheus, for example, are not described at
all, they have become part of the overall, overpowering expression of pain. Lambert
communicates the suffering of Job, the effects of prolonged grieving, by an
expressive syntax of abstract mark-making that describes nothing but expresses
everything - the puffiness of the face and eyes, the trembling lips, the dried tears,
the stained cheeks. lt might be instructive to set the portrait head of Jobagainst that
of Nicanderor the more recent C/io.
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Sophia 2005

charcoal and pastel on paper

ln the new book, Emotion and Expression, Peter McCanhy's essay entitled,
Broadening the vocabularies of image-making, has shown how "the hard-won
realism and the full-blown expressionism" of Lambeft's work is related to the
historical development of painting and drawing. With particular references to

painters, such as the Abstract Expressionist Willem De Kooning; the British figurative
painters, Frank Auerbach, Lucian Freud and Euan Uglow; and the existentialist
sculptor Alberto Ciacometti, McCarthy explains how these aftists and the German
Neo-Expressionists (particularly the painter Anselm Kiefer) who took part in the
ground-breaking exhibition, A New Spirit of Painting at The Royal Academy in 1981,
influenced a generation of new figurative painters in Britain in the 1980s. Lambert,
who was a fine art student at Coventry during this crucial time, benefited from
visiting artists, such as Christopher Le Brun and Therese Oulton and by the more
radical approaches to the teaching of painting and drawing adopted by the fine art
staff at Coventry.
The selection of a series of photographs taken at different stages during the creation
of Lambeft's latest drawings are the foundation of McCarthy's essay, The new work
(2003-2005), and are revelatory in the way they illustrate the dynamics of Lambeft's
working method. Together with McCarthy's perceptive and eloquent commentaries
the essay is a valuable complement to Lambert's 'final state'drawings and provides
the reader with a deeper understanding and appreciation of her work. McCarthy sums
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up Lambert's style as, "...a hybrid that combines the highly charged emotion, gestural
handling and the advanced surface development of Abstract Expressionism with the
quieter demands of traditional realism".

Alan Dyer's introductory essay, lmage, identity and emotion, surveys

the
development of Lambert's work over the past twenty years and its relationship to our
historical and ideological understanding of the human condition. His second essay
entitled, Emotion and facial expression, addresses some of the psychological
questions raised by Lambeft's work. With reference to the theories of Carl Gustav
Jung, Dyer suggests that the primary emotions manifested in the bodily gestures and
facial expressions in Lambert's latest drawings are in fact'archetypal predispositions'
of the 'collective unconscious' formed as a result of the human condition and
determined by universal themes of "birth, fertility, struggle, heroism, fear, pain, loss",
themes which have always been the subject of Lambert's aft. He discusses with clarity
and insight other related questions: how do we know if expressions of emotion are
genuine internal feeling states or a social language to be consciously manipulated,
and, if the latter is the case, how are we to judge if a work of an is a true expression
of the artist's emotions? Dyer prefaces his essay with two apt quotations that are
worth quoting again: "There will be time, there will be time/ To prepare to face to
meet the faces that you meet", T.S.Eliot: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock, and
"There's no art to find the mind's construction in the face", William Shakespeare:
Macbeth. Perhaps it is helpful to remind ourselves of William Wordsworth dictum,
quoted by Ray Racy in his essay, lmage and emotion: "Poetry is the spontaneous

overflow of powerful feelings. it takes its origin from emotion recollected in
tranquillity". The final three words, "recollected in tranquillity" are particularly
peftinent in respect of an artist's working practice. Perhaps the only answer,
inevitably incomplete, is to assume for practical purposes that an artist's work is a
genuine expression of his or her emotions when it evokes in us "a spontaneous
overflow of powerful emotion". When an artist's expression accords with our own
deeply felt experience.

Alison Lambert in the studio

Ray Racy's essay, lmage and emotion, oullines the expressive theory of aft, the
commonly held view that an artist's personal emotions are reflected in his works of
art. He argues that such a view is unsatisfactory if it is simply taken to be all that an
artist can do, because it, "...leaves out whole areas of art which present other things
besides emotions". He discusses the theory of intrinsic perception'and explains its
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relationship to the 'aesthetic experience' of objects. Artists, he asserts, must be
sensitive to the'intrinsic'(for intrinsic also read aesthetic and expressive) qualities of
objects and know how to make a work of art that will not only represent the aftist's
ideas and feelings, but also elicit a sympathetic response from a perceptive audience.
How an artist actually turns an idea into a concrete form, Racy admits, involves
intuition and imagination, qualities that are "resistant if not impervious to definitive
analysis". Racy is an academic versed in moral and social philosophy, but also in
language and literature, and appropriately ends his discussion on this topic with a
quotation from Shakespeare, of which he writes, "No one has expressed the kernel of
artistic activity more concisely and elegantly than Shakespeare in A Midsummer
Night's Dream ", (see Act V, Sc.1, L.10).

ln looking back at Lambert's earlier work and then forward again at her recent
drawings it is clear that there has been a gradual but fundamental shift of emphasis
in her depiction of the human image. A shift from a preoccupation with outward
appearances, the external indicators of a persona, to an expression of internal
emotional states. From idealised heroic figures to the self-questioning portrait
heads, by turns pensive, evasive, moody, defensive and self-consciously assertive; to
the realisation of disturbing images representing inner conflicts and struggles,
stoically endured, but still mute witnesses to strong emotions, bearably contained. ln
her latest portrait heads Lamben has stripped away layers of social conditioning to
expose primal human emotions, emotions that we would prefer not to acknowledge
in a well ordered relatively secure civilised society.
Nick Smale

LSA

Open 2005

The Library Gallery, University of Warwick
Despite the very limited space available forthis year's LSA Open, and the fact that the
works submitted were therefore necessarily restricted to modest dimensions, this has
turned out an interesting and varied show.

The clean hard-edged striped painting conventions of the 1960s are gleefully
subverted in two works by Mick Raffeny. ln 01 Pink the stripes fade and reappear,
waver and veer, and collide. They become delinquent, refuse to keep in line, crinkle,
liquefy and dribble. ln 02 Gloss Paints, things are really getting out of hand. The
whole canvas begins to wobble. The lines are densely packed and jostle for space,
they become raggedy and run down the canvas. The stripes of colour are checked by
horizontal interruptions, stripes become muddled, surfaces begin to peel.
For lnterior Landscape, Steve Phillips substitutes a fine white painted mesh for a
canvas. A rectangular window is left clear just below centre and onto this an illusion
of space is thinly painted so that another painted image set back from the picture
plain is still visible through the mesh. The effect is to create a 'real' interior
landscape in the flat surface of the painting. Bearing in mind his recent exhibition at
this gallery, Phillips is as unashamedly eclectic as ever. But lnterior Landscape does
relate to his more conventional paintings of lorries, his preoccupation with the fine
line between abstraction and representation, between creating an illusion of space
and respecting the integrity of the picture plane.

JZ

Rhoda Bertz is showing two small oil paintings. Sky like Concrete, is painted in
sombre, almost monochrome colours: dark greys, black and a grey/white. The image
is simple and consists of a central lighter rectangular shape surrounded by darker
tones. ln Grey Dawn the colour is lighter; two dark vertical streaks are set within an
area of lighter grey. Although these images may be read as purely abstract, the

quality of the colours, crepuscular in Sky like Concrete, seem to stand for something
more. The titles are perhaps poetic equivalents of the paintings rather than plain
descriptions. The images are not just views out of a window, one from a dark interior
and the other from a room that is almost the same light grey as the tone of the sky
outside (the vertical dark streaks indicate the frame of the window), but seem to
stand for a particular state of mind.

Romeo and Juliet's Balcony by Paul Chisholm is a digital print of luminous greens
against a dark green, almost black background. lt has the appearance of a landscape,
a magnified macrocosm of plant forms. On close inspection the whole image is
composed of millions of minute rectangles of different shades of green. The broad
expanse of dense tone in the upper half of the image is like peering into a cosmic
landscape. Something like the vastness of the night sky filled with stars, seen from
Juliet's balcony, perhaps.

Grace Newman's, giclee print entitled Bed for the Night, is a witty but serious
statement. lt is a collage of painted-over scraps of printed material in a long narrow
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horizontal format with The Big lssue, printed in bold type at both the head and the
foot of the implied bed.
lnga Harland's paintings function as landscapes but they have no horizons and there
is no hint of recession. Both The Way Through / and The Way Through ll, are small
images but have well worked and encrusted surfaces composed of jumbled
fragments of egg shells, plant remains - dried stems bundled together - and
scattered fragments of material. There are half eroded images, or ones that have
become revealed, figures perhaps, man-made symbols or signs. The surface looks
parched, burnt by the sun and scoured by the elements. These are half dreamed
landscapes that belong as much to the animals and the plants that inhabit them as to
the human beings who have left small traces of their passing behind.
Nick Smale

Comment

For the first time ever, submissions for the LSA Open this year greatly exceeded the
capacity of the exhibition space. As a result, approximately 45% of the work could
not be accepted, which was obviously a disappointment for those receiving the "no",
but the situation ensured a selection procedure which militated against inclusion for
its own sake and supported a quality criteria-based system .

Could it be that there exists within the area a great deal of artistic activity, looking
for an outlet? Read the article on page 3 for a flavour of the cultural environment. I
recently received via an education link a letter from a newly appointed Visual Arts and
Crafts Business Development Officer for Warwickshire, offering a range of help and
services. lcontacted her by e-mail and phone, leaving several messages including an
offer to publish her correspondence in this journal, pointing out the captive
readership. But you will not find it within these pages because there has been no
response from her office. Pity. lt struck me as an easy opponunity to reach some
potential clients.
LSA would like to thank all the people who have helped the organisation in so many
ways: by sponsoring us, writing reviews for Artspace, helping to organise, select and
hang exhibitions, volunteering to help with distribution, representing LSA on local
bodies such as the Warwickshire Artsweek Steering Committee, helping to man the
stall at the annual Leamington Peace Festival... Having said that, LSA would be
delighted to hear from any new members who would be able and willing to contribute
to its various activities. Just ring a member of the Committee if you would like to
know how you can help.

Mick Rafferty, Editor Artspace and Catherine Bates
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The current membership of Leamington Studio Artists ......
David Phillips

MichaelMagruder
Steve Phillips
Phyllis Davies
lsabelle Carre
Geoff Underwood
Hazel Shaw
Keith Anker
Yvonne Boyle

Sheila Millward
David Troughton

NeilMoore
Jane Moore
Dominica Vaughan
Gillian lrving
Janet lnglis
John lnglis
Rachel Hall
Lucy Bergonzi
Marvene Baxter
Malcolm Baxter
Peter Woolf
David Jones
Rosy Burman
Margaret Godwin
Kartik Bhatt
Linda Henry
John Myers
Fran Donnelly
Colin Dick
Peter Scales

BillJackson
Mark Tilley
David Lewis
Catherine Bates
James Seow
Liz Wright

Chris Couch
Tim Richards
Josephine Howard
Jane Freear-\AA/ld
Tony Prior
Julia Prior
Christiana

Writehead

RachelWrite

Pat Carpenter

Marigold McGregor
Anne Cole
Prue Rowe-Evans
Annie Ward
David Ellis
David Broadfield
Paul Lockwood
Mo Enright
Rodney Philcox

John Moore
James Plaskett
Richard Yeomans
Rebekah Sutton
Saskia Sutton
Nick Bond
Pat Noble

Alvar Hadland

Kathy Webster
Ray Spence
Sue \Mlkins
Ruth Bennion
Zoe Jelley
Phillip Goddard
Mo Finnessey
Luise Ellis
Muriel Mason
County Arts
Service
Kevin Parrish
Yvette Bartlett
Ann Power
Mick Rafferty
Pamela Korn
Donald Thompson
Sarah Plumb
Jan Hunt
Jane Plumb
Mark Rafter
Hilary Wilson
Suzanne Perry
Tracey Wells
David Broadhead
Wendy Freeman
Simon English
Sue Jack
Val Mitchell
Shona Beard
Martin Beresford
Christine O'Sullivan
David Ward
Helen Bone
Chris Browne
Caius Dutton
Steff Hutchinson
James Butler
Jeremy Foster
Roger du Pille
Judith Hickling
Nancy Upshall
Dianne Greenaway
Neil Phillips

Lynsey Cleaver
Barbara Shackley
C.J. Duppa-Miller
Joni Smith
Wendy Bicknell
lris bertz
Safty Verbart
Jean-Pierre
Kunzler
Julia Hayes
Margaret Castelow
Laura Merlin
Jon Bowles
Sukhbir Hothi
Jenny Hankin
Edith Mohler-Kloss
Tessa Beaver
Susie Mendelsson
Grace Newman
James Ryan
Thomas Taylor
lan Dove
Juliet Gladston
lsolde Jewitt
Mary Buckingham

NeilStokoe
Lynda Cook

DanielCremin
Graham Powell
lnga Harland
Dorothy Biddle
Elizabeth Marsh
Susan Coomer
Jean Parker
Richard Sadler
John Gilkes
Heather Gilkes
H.M. Graphics
Carole Cruickshank
Harnaik Ray
Tony Campbell
Angela Stride
Jonathan Waller
Rosemary Keep
Alfreda McHale
Alan Dyer
Alison Lambert
Nick Middleton
Kate Prentice
Sally Carpenter
Susan Burman
Sally Tissington
Simon Schaffer
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Pegeen Taylor
Diana Archer
Laura Taylor
Aquarelle
David Harban
Linda Reuft
Jean Mauger
Belinda Hughes
Emma Henry
Nick Smale
Rod Dorling
Moira Lamont
Ann Brain
Ann Forrester
Michelle Bowen
Clare Mitchell
Judith Philcox
Jessica Mallorie
Andy Shaw
Rodney Barnes
Brenda Ratcliffe
Pixie Warburton
David lvory

Stuart Ellis
Phil Corbett
Matt Jones
Jak Sheridan
Jan Rawnsley
Peter Rowland
Bryan Sapwell
Stuart Clarke
Elaine Clarke
Roger Sargent
Lis Prescott
Linda Rasa
Margarita Rubra
Tim Griffiths
Jane \Mlliams

CarolWheeler
Nimrit Rai
Lindsey Kemp
Chris Jackman
Rhoda Bertz
Norman Jones

MaxwellWhite
Sonya Stuart

Julanne Barry
Jill Every
Sheridan Horne
Michelle Dearden
Penelope
McGregor
Chris Jones
Rachel Liddell

LSA Membership,
continued;

Becky Ellis

Jenny Burns
Jan Freeman

Angus Liddell
Yvonne Morris
Angus Cockburn
Paul Burley
Louise Adams
Mary Partridge
Sandra Shillingford

PaulChisholm
Cllr. Roger Copping

JillJourneaux

AvrilMoore
Jenny Edge

Tom Hughes
Patricia Evans
Emma Falke

Thomas Yeomans
Lindsey Attwood
Bob Waugh

Denny Reader

LSA Membership

SueliMoreton
Janson Strain

Nicky Cure

Emily Hero
Clari Searle
Tania Cunningham
Richard Houguez
Peter Lovelock
Vikky O'Brien
Simon Mellalieu
Emma Price
Suzy Elford
Stephanie Buck
Sarah Jane Wlson
Susan Buffone
lris Timbs
Jennifer \A/treelan
Jane Bracey

Carolde la Pole

Rod Perkins
Barbara Perkins
Karen Hands
Jessica Morgan
Michael Cull-Dodd
Chris Edgerton
Helena Godwin
Simon Raw-Lees
Mick Kelly
Lazertran Ltd.

Jane Ball

Joanne De la Salle
Alan Ravenscroft

Becky Midgley
Jan Gay
Catherine Fielding
Barbara Winter
Elaine Edmunds
Carey Moon
Sue Lewis-Baker
Sarah Hedley
Sonia Bublaitis
Olga Rudenko
Anthea Callen
Christine Nelson
Fran Booth
James Partridge

I wish to become an artist / associate member of LSA

Name

Address
Postcode

Telephone

email

Mobile

Signed
Date

I enclose

f

to cover my annual subscription (f 10, f 5 concessions)
Please make cheques payable

to LSA and send to.

Crace Newman, Membership Secretary,20 Culworth Close. Leamington Spa CV313DH
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Henry Moore
19 Seplember

- 3 December 2005

The exhibition consisls of vorious limiled edition prinls mode ond signed by
lhe orlisl, including o voriety from his well known Mother ond Child series.

'Mother ond Child XVI',

1969

Opening 4 December 2005
White Christmos lV

Feoturing work by:
Bocon

- Coulfield - Ruscho - Moire - Riley- Topes - Posmore
Any mony more!

The White Room Gollery
lll

RegenlSlreel
Leominglon Spo
01926 888086

Open Mondoy - Solurdoy
I
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-
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